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Final Jeopardy

Name the 3 characteristics 

that scientists use to 

arrange chromosomes on 

a karyotype



Final Jeopardy

Size

Banding Pattern 

Centromere Position



$200

All organisms!

Gregor Mendel’s principles 

of genetics apply to which 

organisms?



$400

Hybrids

Offspring of 2 different 

“purebreds” are known as 

what?



$600

A hybrid with one dominant allele and one 

recessive allele (Tt)

What is “heterozygous”?



$800

Lowercase, lowercase (rr)

If a trait is recessive, what is 

the genotype of a person who 

has that trait?



$1000

Principle of dominance

What is the name of Mendel’s 

principle that states that some 

alleles are dominant over 

others?



$200

Green

If tulips show incomplete 

dominance, crossing a blue 

and yellow one will produce 

what kind of offspring?



$400

No, neither is dominant so traits blend 

together.

In incomplete dominance, is 

one allele dominant over 

another?



$600

Blood Types, Eye color

Give an example of a trait 

that has “multiple alleles”



$800

Codominance

Which inheritance pattern 

shows both of the parent 

phenotypes? (Speckled 

chicken)



$1000

Polygenic traits

What term do we use for 

traits controlled by two or 

more genes?



$200

The physical traits (the way it looks)

What does a  phenotype tell 

us?



$400

3 : 1

What’s the 

phenotypic 

ratio?

GG Gg

Gg gg



$600

Yes

Are the offspring phenotypes 

of a TT and tt cross all the 

same?



$800

tt    unattached earlobes

T- Attached earlobes

t- unattached earlobes

What is the genotype & 

phenotype of a homozygous 

recessive man?



$1000

6 

How many genotypes are 

there for blood types?



$200

karyotype

What picture tool do 

scientists use to diagnose or 

look at chromosome 

disorders?



$400

He has an extra X chromosome

What is wrong with a male’s 

sex chromosomes if he has 

Kleinfelter’s Syndrome?



$600

Turner’s Syndrome

Which chromosome disorder 

happens when a female only 

inherits one X chromosome



$800

Having 3 copies of a gene

What does trisomy mean?



$1000

nondisjunction

The most common 

chromosome error, when 

chromosomes fail to separate 

in meiosis



$200

Connected by a horizontal line

In a pedigree, how do you 

know if a man and woman 

are married?



$400

IA i

What is the genotype of a 

heterozygous type A?



$600

They are shaded

How do you know if a 

personal on a pedigree has the 

“infected trait”?



$800

3 – A, B, O

How many alleles do blood 

types have?



$1000

Place it in a foster mother

In cloning, after the new 

embryo has grown in a lab, 

what do they do with it in 

order to finish developing?



$200

Genome

Gel electrophoresis allows 

scientists to study the 

___________  of different 

organisms



$400

Transgenic organisms

Which genetic technology 

would aid farmers in creating 

a stronger crop?



$600

A virus (or healthy virus)

In gene therapy, what do 

scientists use to get the new 

healthy DNA into the body?



$800

True

True or False: During 

cloning, the original nucleus 

of the egg cell is taken out.



$1000

Electricity

What does gel electrophoresis 

use to make DNA move 

across the gel plate?



Daily 

Double
translocation

What mutation has affected this 

DNA?

ABCDEF

ABCDGHEF
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The Jeopardy champion!


